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privacy

pvc fence instalation experts
Family Fence is proud to offer multiple PVC style and color options for both residential and commercial applications. Family Fence 
products are MADE IN THE USA and manufactured in state-of-the-art facilities. We have been manufacturing, distributing and 
installing fence products for almost 20 years.
 
Our PVC fence is made from the very highest quality 100% pure virgin vinyl. Our PVC fence has the durability to sustain itself 
against the elements allowing it to require virtually zero maintenance and ensuring longevity. All of Family Fence’s white PVC fences 
are also backed by a limited lifetime warranty.
 
Our manufacturing facility is equipped to provide customization, allowing you to achieve the  perfect fence that would compliment 
your home.  We also carry Illusions Vinyl Fence, which offers the largest selection of colors and wood grain options available.
 
Call us or visit our showroom today. Our trained experts are here to answer all of your questions and assist you in creating your 
ideal fence.
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privacy

privacy

Privacy Panels feature “V-Jointed tongue and groove board and come 
with a wide variety of decorative tops. Privacy fence panels include a met-
al reinforcement channel in the bottom rail to help create a stronger and 
longer lasting fence. We pride ourselves an offering a Privacy Panel for 
every taste. They are also offered in color and woodgrain. Lattice comes 
in color and woodgrain.

privacy with
diagonal lattice

privacy with
small diagonal lattice

privacy with
framed picket top

privacy with
stepped picket top

privacy with
scalloped picket top

privacy with old
english lattice

privacy with
straight picket lattice

privacy with
square lattice
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SEMI-privacy

small diagonal lattice

old english lattice

Square lattice

semi-privacy with 6” boards

board on board board on board with 
diagonal lattice

board on board with 
straight picket top

board on board with 
framed picket top

semi-privacy with 6” boards
and diagonal lattice

semi-privacy with alternating
6” and 1- 1/2” boards

semi-privacy with 3” boards

The IllusionsVinyl Fence Semi-Privacy line has one of the largest selec-
tions offered and is specially designed for basic privacy without a “ closed 
in” feeling. This extensive selection offers standard semi-privacy styles 
with space between the boards to allow air to flow through as well as the 
known Board-on-Board styles with overlapping boards that provide both 
privacy and airflow.

Alson popular in the Semi-Privacy series is “Old English Lattice”. It’s de-
signed to look like a vinyl version of the common fence style used for 
growing vines, gardenss and hedgerows. Semi-Privacy fence panels 
include a metal reinforcement channel in the bottom rail to help create 
a stronger and longer lasting fence. Available in coors and woodgrains.

V500h-KD

horizontal semi-privacy
with 3” boards
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Classic victorian picket

One of the most popular fence styles in the USA is 
the Illusions Vinyl Fence Classic Victorian Picket.

Using 1-1/2” x 1-1/2” pickets, it is a maintenance free 
look alike of the old red cedar fence. All of the panels 
are carefully designed with the classic look in mind and 
are available in colors and woodgrains.

1-1/2” X 1-1/2” STRAIGHT TOP PICKET

1-1/2” X 1-1/2” 
STEPPED TOP PICKET

1-1/2” X 1-1/2” 
FRAMED TOP PICKET

1-1/2” X 1-1/2” 
ARCHED TOP PICKET

1-1/2” X 1-1/2” 
STAGGERED SCALLOPED PICKET

1-1/2” X 1-1/2” 
STAGGERED TOP PICKET

1-1/2” X 1-1/2” 
STAGGERED PICKET

1-1/2” X 1-1/2” 
FRAMED STAGGERED 

PICKET

1-1/2” X 1-1/2” SCALLOPED PICKET
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CONTEMporary picket

POST & RAIL

Illusions Contemporary Picket Fence offers what is known as the “good neighbor” 
approach to fencing. It is a fence that features both sides of the panels being exactly 
the same. The pickets are assembled THROUGH the rails instaed of simply being 
attached to them. Available in colors and woodgrains.

Illusions Post & Rail fence is available with three different styled rails for the Two-Rail, 
Three-Rail, Four Rail, or Crossbuck fence. Whatever setting you may have, Illusions 
has the look you want and the strength you need. You can also get your illusions Post 
& Rail styles in Grand Illusions colors and woodgrains.

7/8 X 3” pickets w/ 
dog-ear picket caps

7/8 X 3” arched pickets w/
dog-ear picket caps

7/8 X 3” pickets w/pointed 
picket caps

7/8 X 3” stepped pickets 
w/ pointed picket caps

7/8 X 1-1/2” pickets w/ 
pointed picket caps
( reduced spacing )

7/8 X 1-1/2” scalloped
 w/ pointed picket caps

( reduced spacing )

7/8 X 3” pickets w/ pointed 
picket caps

( reduced spacing )

7/8 X 3” scalloped pickets 
w/pointed picket caps

7/8 X 1-1/2” pickets w/
pointed picket caps

2-rail

4-rail

2-rail diamond

3-rail

crossbuck

3-rail diamond
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curves & transitions

waterfall “a” slope rail
Available in ALL fence styles

radius “E” rail
Available in ALL fence styles

waterfall “H” rail
Available in ALL full privacy and

Semi-privacy fence styles

sweep “I” rail
Available in ALL full privacy and

Semi-privacy fence styles

crowned “F” rail
Available in ALL full privacy and

Semi-privacy fence styles

SCalloped “G” rail
Available in ALL full privacy and

Semi-privacy fence styles

S-curved styled “J” rail
Available in ALL full privacy and

Semi-privacy fence styles

waterfall “B” sweep rail
Available in ALL fence styles

scalloped “C” rail
Available in ALL fence styles

sweep “D” rail
Available in ALL fence styles
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curves & transitions
Simple to Order Matching Accessories for Your Illusions Vinyl Fence

Transition ections are used when you need to change the height of a fence run.
Perfect for back yard to front yard height adjustments, ending sections, corner accents, and more!

All rails are available in all coloprs and woodgrains

SW-A (Sweep Pickets / Angled Rail) 
Available in ALL picket fence styles

TAP-A (Tapered Pickets / Angled Rail) 
Available in ALL picket fence styles

SCAL-A (Scalloped Pickets / Angled Rail) 
Available in ALL picket fence styles

taper (Straight Taper) 
Available in ALL privacy and Semi-privacy styles

SL-S (Sloped Pickets / Straight Rail)
Available in ALL picket fence styles

SCAL-S (Scalloped Pickets / Straight Rail)
Available in ALL picket fence styles

TAP-S (Tapered Pickets / Straight Rail) 
Available in ALL picket fence styles

“D”- Rail

SW-S (Sweep Pickets / Straight Rail) 
Available in ALL picket fence styles

Illusions Classic V3215DS section with
a transition s-curved “J” Rail top and mid-rails. 
Shown in Classic Gray and White.

VBD300 Illusions Classic V300 section with a 
curved “D” Rail style transition top rail. 
Shown in Classic White.
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abbors & pergolas

VARBG
Vinyl Arbor

(Lattice styles interchangeable)
(Shown with Square Lattice) 

VPEROE
Pergola

(Shown with Old English Lattice)

VPER2P
Pergola

2 Post Pergola

VPER4P
4 Post Pergola with Arch

Illusions Arbors & Pergolas are an important option to help 
add flair to your fence installation by taking it from a good 
looking fence to a great looking fence install in one simple 
step. Use with a gate or as a fun ornament for your land-
scaping.
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abbors & pergolas
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COLOR OPTIONS
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Grand Illusions Fence Products
Eastern Grand Illusions Vinyl Fence is manufactured in facilities that have been operating for over 40 years. One of the 
main priorities for these manufacturing sites is that they remain up to date, employing the most current manufacturing 
practices in their state of the art facilities. All vinyl fence products are made with only 100% pure virgin vinyl that meet 
or exceed ASTM F964 specifications. Color and woodgrain vinyl fence options are also available through the amazing, 
new Grand Illusions Series at Family Fence on Long Island.
 
View our gallery or try out the Illusions Fence Design Center to create your own colorful landscape! The Grand Illusions 
Color Spectrum Vinyl fence colors have been specifically selected to match other home accents such as shutters, 
window and door trim, siding, etc.
 
The Grand Illusions Vinyl Wood Bond series of wood grain vinyl fence is one of the most innovative products to hit the 
fence industry since vinyl fence itself. It’s referred to as being a “game changer” when first seen by many Long Islanders 
since the grain is extremely natural looking - even when up close and personal!
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Bufftech Fences
Bufftech offers unsurpassed performance. Since there are many styles to choose from, you can be certain to always 
find what you are looking for. From privacy to traditional to white or custom blends, we are proud to not only offer a 
high-quality product and industry-leading textures, but also expert consultation, design and installation.
 
When purchasing from Family Fence know that you are buying from a family owned and operated company that’s 
proud of its history and integrity.  A company that has been in business for over 20 years; servicing all of Long Island, 
as well as Queens and other parts of the New York area.  We have been consistently providing our customers with 
honest and reliable service.
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Allegheny ®
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Chesterfield CertaGrain  Texture®
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brookline
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imperial
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breezewood
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EXTRUDED SEM
I-PRIVATE FENCE
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pOST & RAIL
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danbury
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We carry a full line of residential and commercial grade coated chain link fence products for our customers on Long 
Island and the surrounding areas. The System 21 fence line is available in your choice of green, black, white or brown.
 
Our chain link coating process bonds a resilient protective layer of a powder polyester coating over extra heavy gauge 
pipes, gates, fittings and wires, giving the entire system an attractive finish with extended durability that will last for 
years to come.
 
We also offer a complete line of residential and commercial/industrial grade galvanized chain link fence fabric (mesh), 
frame work, gates and accessories for any project you wish to achieve. We build our gates to your custom specifica-
tions. Whether you need a small walk gate or an internal industrial slide gate with a 26 foot opening, we make them in 
your choice of colored or galvanized finish. All necessary hardware is provided as well.

Chain Link Fence Systems
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Baby Loc Removable Pool Fence
Do you have a pool? Are you concerned about keeping little ones safe? Are you looking for the perfect safety fence solution that 
doesn’t have to be a permanent structure? If so, then Baby Loc is the right product for you!
 
Baby Loc removable pool fence is a convenient, cost efficient layer of protection that helps deter babies and toddlers from gaining 
dangerous access to your swimming pool. Baby Loc provides see through mesh which blends beautifully with any decor.
 
Baby Loc is the perfect solution for keeping young children safe when there is a pool in the yard. And, best of all, once your young-
sters are older, Baby Loc can be easily removed. It’s so durable that it comes with a five-year manufacturer’s warranty.
 
While Baby Loc is a superb option for customers with pool safety concerns, it certainly isn’t the only option we offer. Depending 
on your style or needs, you can also choose from vinyl and aluminum materials for your pool fence. You can be certain that Family 
Fence can, and will, deliver so that a valued customer can enjoy some peace of mind and their summer!
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Aluminum Fences
Key-Link’s 2000 Series Aluminum Fence System is made in the USA and manufactured with high quality 
aluminum. All components are powder coated to ensure a quality controlled (AAMA 2604) paint surface that 
will last for years to come.
 
This series offers a “no screw” assembly process, affording ease of installation and aesthetically pleasing 
results. The 2000 Series Fence can be used for residential, commercial and pool applications in a variety of 
style and color options.
 
Key-Link’s 4000 Series Aluminum Fence System (recommended for commercial aluminum fence application) 
is offered in a variety of colors, finials and rail design.  Additionally, custom picket spacing is also available 
as well as matching gates. Hidden picket fasteners (patent pending) bring a sophisticated, streamlined look, 
enhancing any residential or commercial property.
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2000 Series
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4000 Series
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FENCE STYLE
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open up the possibilities
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wood fence
Almost all of our wood products are available with multiple options for your personal customization. At Family 
Fence, we know that you will find everything you need to create the vision you have in mind for your home. 
Our wood fence products are available in heights ranging from 3 to 8 feet. The natural wood look provides an 
organic feel that appeals to many.
 
We offer wood fence products in spruce, white or red cedar, just to name a few. Another option is the Tongue 
and Groove wood fence which offers an identical front and back - giving it the nickname of the “perfectly 
good neighbor” fence. Customizing your wood fence allows you to express your individuality and provide a 
unique look for your home.

PLEASE SEE WOOD BROCHURE FOR MORE INFO
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